
I agree to the following:  
 
Upon arrival cat/s to be settled by staff of Sydney Cat Hotel. 
Cat/s treated with Capstan prior to boarding. If fleas are found then owner will be 
charged for treatment as necessary. 
My cat / Cats are desexed.  
My cat / cats are Vaccinated.  
Cats are boarded at owners own risk. 
 
I understand that full payment must be paid prior to arrival or pick up by our pick up 
service. Our courier will not pick up cats that are not fully paid up to and including their 
last day of stay.  
We accept cash / cheque and direct debit and give an immediate receipt signed by both 
parties. Please write your first and last surname when direct depositing into the 
description.  
 
Please feel free to discuss any of the terms and conditions laid out in this document prior 
to your stay.  
 
I agree to the conditions and terms laid out in this document and have read it thoroughly. 
 
Signed _________________________________  
 
Date ________________________  
 
Owners Name ___________________________________________  
 
Owners 
Address_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
............................................................................................................................. ................ 
 
 
 
 
 
Preferred Vet _________________________________________________  
 
Address___________________________________________________  
 
Phone _________________________  

Notification to cattery of any medical condition □no condition □Yes a condition           

( physical, skin, stress condition, medical ).  
 
Condition: _____________________________________________________________  
 
Instructions_____________________________________________________________ 
 



Medications to be given during stay ie: vet instructions to be written down by a vet if they 
are prescribed medications. 
____________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
All other medications and topical creams are to be written down , signed and dated by 
the owner with instructions.  
Let us know: eg: multiple medications ( times of the day), where any cream is to be 
applied, how often, eye drops etc.  

I have left with the cat during its stay: bedding □ toys □ (how many) _______  

I have brought my own cat food □  
Instructions for cats diet (amount, how often)  
______________________________________________________________________ 
  
______________________________________________________________________ 
  
_____________________________________________________________________ 
  
Is there a risk your cat could pass away whilst you are on holiday due to old age or a 
pre-existing condition ?  

Yes □ No □  
Instructions if your cat passes away whilst in the cattery care.  
Instructions are:  
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
If no instructions are left and we cannot contact you within the hour of your cat needing 
veterninary services we will take your cat to our veterinary clinic for the duration of their 
care if needed at a cost to the owner.  
  
You might like to consider taking out pet insurance.  
 

I have my own pet insurance □ 
 
Name of company_________________________________  

 
  
Contact numbers: Owner mobile  
 
1.________________________2.________________________  
 



 
Friends name and number___________________________________________  
 
 
 
 
 
CATS NAME  
1.________________________________colour_____________breed____________ 
  
Age____________sex_______________  
 
medical condition if any ________________________________  
 
 
 
CATS NAME  
2.________________________________colour_____________breed____________ 
  
Age____________sex_______________  
 
medical condition if any ________________________________  
 
 
 
CATS NAME  
3.________________________________colour_____________breed____________ 
  
Age____________sex_______________  
 
medical condition if any ________________________________  
 
 


